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1 Basic Information

1.1 Changes

The coursehas seenminor changes to the content
and grading scale in 2015.

1.2 Instructors

• Dr. Denis de Crombrugghe: coordinator,
lecturer, grader (2010–15)

• Mary Kaltenberg: tutor (2014–15)

• Iulia Falcan: tutor (2015)

• Elise Wang Sonne: tutor (2015)

• Sheng Zhong: tutor (2015)

1.3 Contact hours

• 14x two-hour lectures

• 14x two-hour tutorials

1.4 Assessment

• Final exam: 100%

• Bonus points available through tutorials
count towards the exam

1.5 Response rate

• Students: 82/129 = 64%
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2 General Questions
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3 Grades
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4 Workload

This course delivers 6 ECTS over a period of 8 weeks. It should therefore be equivalent to 21 hours
of work per week. Attending all events of the course, a student would have an average of 8 hours of
contact each week.
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5 Component Grades: Lecturers
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6 Component Grades: Tutors
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7 Open Feedback

• Denis knowswhat he is talking about but I really don’t understandwhy he tries to confuse us an
“trip us up” with the exam. We constantly get the impression there is only one correct way to
respond to the questions so I’m worried that in the exam I won’t have interpreted the question
in the way that he wants it- hopefully he marks with partial credit! Elise is a very knowledge-
able tutor and I enjoying hearing about her own research however her teaching style is quite
chaotic and often left me feeling more perplexed than when I entered the room. If she present
the information in a calm and collected manner she’d be great

• This course was very demanding and unbelievably stressful. Juggling between Econometrics
and Public Policy Analysis was seemingly alright at the beginning but towards the end of the
courses changeddramatically. Therewas a continuous trade-offbetweenhow toproperly study
for each. Especially at the end of Econometrics when we suddenly still had a final assignment
of 15 pages, while studying for the exam and preparing for the interactive tutorials of Public
Policy Analysis. The schedules could have been more organized and less crammed together at
the end. Moreover, the exam was quite difficult, seeing as we had done our assignments and
had used data in the tutorials about (for instance) whether the level of education received by
a woman affects the number of children she bears. In the exam we then discussed economic
issues, such as growth ratios, etc. I am aware that Econometrics is a mixture of Statistics and
Economics, but it would have been so muchmore helpful to have datasets about growth ratios
or unemployment or elasticity, rather thanwhatwehad, because thismade the exama lotmore
difficult. Some of these economic principles were discussed in the lectures, but it would have
been more helpful to work through this kind of data ourselves. Although our datasets for the
tutorial were very interesting, they were no where near to what came on the exam, which was a
lot more economic and demanding. Students with a background in economics were definitely
at an advantage.

• We didn’t have any feedback of our assignments and we were only delivered grades not know-
ing what is going wrong. Even though the tutor explained to us some common mistakes this is
not enough to understand our own mistakes. Also, it seemed that what we were learning the
whole period was not enough for the exam questions. Even if there is a course called emx+ ,
for someone with only EMX the exam was demanding and I found unacceptable to expect from
people without any previous experience to expertise EMX within a month and a half, a better
alignment of the teaching and examing material is needed.

• The tutorials were not very helpful especially in the beginning. There was no structure, not that
important questions (or comments) were given 15min. replys , and we always ran out of time
before getting to the Empirical exercises. In the end we never once completed a stata exercise
despite staying 30min. Into the break. It got better toward the end, but by then most of us
already felt as though we had fallen behind.

• I heard that some tutors told us how to interpret a variable that divides log/log. Since our tutor
did not (and even stated that you should interpret it as log-log, instead of log-lin), there was
a difference in pre-knowledge in the exam, which I think is not very fair. I get that you cannot
take every single thing the same across tutorial groups, but this accounted for a big part of the
exam...

• Thanks to Iulia who did an amazing job!

• close the learning loop. allow feedbackonassignment sopeopleareable to learn frommistakes.
more attention on interpretation of results. understanding the math is great.
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• Iulia improved a lot :)

• 1. I think the textbook contains too much text and too few examples. Too many chapters de-
scribe assumptions. Furthermore the examples presented in the book dealwith very vague con-
cepts. 2. I would like to express my respect for Iulia’s effort and attitude however I believe she
should not expect that everyone will understand everything during the tutorial and she should
not try to explain every single doubt nor anwser every single (sometimes very naive) question.
Students provided with multiple examples in the tutorials should study and understand them
at home.

• I felt like the weekly assignments were on a completely different level than what we were ex-
pected to do on the exam. Another point of improvement could be to provide students with
feedback on their assignments so that we can learn from our mistakes.

• It is not possible to learn in an environment where you dont receive feedback on assignments,
this is one of the true drawbacks of the course. As a result I felt like any mistakes I could make
again without knowing

• I feel that theweekly assignments really helpedme learn thematerial and forcedme to practice
the concepts learned in class. Working with other students allowed us to talk through any diffi-
culties we had and learn from each other. I didn’t necessarily feel that the exam covered many
of the topics we covered most extensively in class. I also think that the dependent variable was
very difficult to interpret which may have made my entire exam incorrect despite understand-
ing the material quite well. Finally, as someone who hasn’t studied math since high school and
has never taken a statistics course, I think I would have benefitted from a more in depth statis-
tics class than the online program offered. I feel now that I have an understanding of the more
advanced econometrics but not the basic statistics behind it.

• Please return the assignments. Students learn better when we can see our mistakes/corrected
work.

• giving more examples (especially in the lectures) would help much. Just explaining with exam-
ples and using these examples for the derivation of the formulas would be nice. additionally,
the basics for this course were assumed to be given, but in fact were not.

• I’d just like to say that I think Denis is an AMAZING lecturer! He was capable of explaining the
content of this course in a manner that was really clear and well structured. Elise also is a great
tutor, although she could slow down a bit every now and then.

• Feedback on assignments would have contributed greatly to the learning pace.

• It was too much coursework in too little time, especially for people like me with almost no pre-
vious economic or computer software experience.

• I found 10 questions for the assignments tomuch, should be at least 5 questions per assignment

• I appreciated the weekly assignments in groups. It was very helpful to discuss the tasks with
fellow students. Additionally, the bonus points were a nice way to back up our grades. I really
liked the organization of the course. Thank you!

• Assisgnments should be more like exams. Topics in exams is much more based on economic
knowledge than the examples and cases we do in class. For purpose of exam preparation the
cases for the assignments should also be more in the field of economics to get used to it (for
people not having an economics background)
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• It is not conducive to our learning to be told by the lecturer on day one that wewill struggle and
that essentially our mere mortal brains will fail at this course. The course should be presented
in a more positive light.

• I found that the use of the assignments was very good, I feel they really helped understand the
concepts that weren´t clear during lectures and tutorials. However, the exam was clearly a lot
more difficult than the assignments and the exercises seen in class. I think that it depended a
lot in the mathematical ability rather than actually having studied the material.

• Technical classes, like Data Science, PPA & EMX are not well suited for a PBL style learning en-
vironment. Tutors (or whoever leads the classes) should be trained in teaching, not just facili-
tation of discussions (PBL). Guiding PBL sessions is completely different from actually teaching.
Tutors can be brilliant and motivated, but that does not guarantee that the tutor can convey
these concepts to students from non-economic backgrounds.

• the group division made the course much harsher due to free-riding problem, I have ended up
spending more time on EMX assignments than EMX+ assignments, as the in the first one vast
majority of work was put onme

• - I would like to acknowledge the effort and dedication of our tutor, Ms. Iulia Falcan. After the
course Data Science, she engaged more with the learning process of all the members from tu-
torial 3. She was constantly involving us in the exercises and trying her best to clarify all our
questions in order to ensure that we were all at the same page. - Weekend assignments were
not at the same level than the examquestions, thusmy recommendationwould be to adequate
them (at least the last assignmentsweperformed) so they can be a usefulmaterial for preparing
the exam.

• Although there is really no way around the vast division in the level of math skills, it makes it
really challenging to have productive tutorial sessions with such diverse backgrounds. Perhaps
offering a real tutorial session for those that need to review more basic math concepts with an
actual person.

• 1. To me, the exam was no comparison to the five tasks we have completed. Either the tasks
should bemore challenging, or the exammade a little lighter. 2. The bookwas not really helpful
to me. I am not saying it should not be there, rather that Dr. Crombrugghe’s classes explained
everything for me.

• Econometrics is naturally not an easy subject. Unfortunately, despite the good course organi-
zation, I did not have a positive learning experience. Dr. Dennis Crombrugghe is a poor choice
of lecturer, and his teaching created and environment of discouragement, which didn’t stimu-
late learning or facilitated content understanding. To my surprise, despite the need for student
clarification on a regular basis, this lecturer was neither approachable or open to questions. On
the contrary, he demonstrated persistent arrogance, unreasonable rudeness and got irritated
whenever presented with a puzzled student. This was a complaint heard from several students
across several moments of the course. The fact that the same lecturer has been teaching the
same course for a long period of years contributes to the negative academic environment cre-
ated. The lecturer takes advantage from being the established lecturer in this course to imple-
ment his own agenda and ignore reactions from the students. Dr. Crombrugghe was consis-
tently late, prolonging lectures by 20 minutes on a regular basis. At some stage, the classes
timing were changed. Dr. Crombrugghe seems “untouchable” and not subject to accountabil-
ity. This discourages students to express honest opinions about the provided content. It also
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shows a certain lack of supervision from the MPP coordination with the course. The institution-
alization of this lecturer on the course of Econometrics is clearly detrimental to the quality of
learning. The list of “Frequently Appearing Blunders”, elaborated to show examples of common
incorrect exam answers, ridicules other student’s mistakes. This list includes adjectives such as
“stupid”. Furthermore, there is a clear disconnection from this lecturer and the student’s reality,
which the lecturer seems keen tomaintain. The lecturer lacks on real life examples. Hismethod-
ology assumes that all students will become career econometricians. Fortunately, this was not
the caseduring theEconometrics Tutorials, with tutorMaryKaltenberg. The tutordemonstrated
excellent teaching skills, on amodern and didacticmanner. It is disappointing that, despite last
year’s formal complaint about the lecturer, this year’s students still have to suffer from the aca-
demic incompetency of a lecturer that is clearly not the best choice for the course.

• I think this course was extremely challenging, but taught excellently. I have no background in
econometrics (nor anything mathematical/statistical) and I found that if I put in the work with
the readings andassignments, I was able to attain a good level of understanding. I think thiswas
largely due to the excellent teaching fromboth Denis andMary. Mary in particular was excellent
- I felt she strived tomake the content understandable to all levels and shemade it relevant and
fun. She clearly worked closely with Denis and so our understanding built upon the lectures. I
think shemade thebiggestdifference tomyexperienceof the courseand I enjoyedeconometrics
because of her enthusiasm and brilliant teaching. The one aspect of the course I struggled with
the most was the group work. I think the nature of the subject is that people either rise to the
challenge of it or they become demotivated and struggle. It is incredibly difficult working in a
group where people are demotivated and struggling, particularly given the time pressures of
the course. I know this was partially addressed through peer reviews but from many people’s
experience this did not alleviate time pressures and stress. It would perhaps work better if the
groups within tutorials were rotated.

• the way of mixing assignment groups with more and less advanced students seemed inappro-
priate. the more advanced students spent hours explaining the topics while the less advanced
students had incentives for free riding. It might be more beneficial to group students with the
same level into assignment groups, so everyone gets amore equal chance of learning the topics
in depth?

• workload unproportionate to ECTS (more h than ects, especially in comparison with PPA). Does
not qualify as introduction which should by nature serve as an introduction..grap peoples at-
tention, make them curious, give them an overview so they could expand on it in later job ..this
wasmuchmore than an intro, especiallywithout having the background of statistics.. a lecturer
who claims that quote “if you dont pass the exam, you do not deserve it, because you did not
show the respect for the difficulty of my profession” is pedagogically not suited to teach this
class and solely corrects the exams.

• Prof de Crombrugghe is a genious in “his” field. However, apparently, he seems to forget from
time to time that the mayority of the students did not grow up with econometrics lessons in
kindergarten (he likes to use this metaphor). He should be more aware of that fact and not ex-
pect that much. It is still a “basic” econometrics class.

• This course was one of the most challenging I have ever done; it was taught in a way that as-
sumed so much prior understanding. Because of the way the tutor groups are set-up there was
such a division between those with a good understanding of the topic and thosewho struggled,
as such itwas hard for the tutor to get the right balance. I was definitely in the camp lower endof
the understanding scale and felt constantly behind. There was simply TOO MUCH information
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being fired at us and I found it so hard to getmyhead aroundwhat Iwould actually need to learn
andwhat was just part of the general knowledge of the subject. It wasmostly an unpleasant ex-
perience.

• Our tutor did improve a lot throughout the course!

• I found it difficult to learn from the weekly assignment because we were not given back our
corrected homework hence, frequently we were not able to see where wemademistakes.

• - even though theassignmentswerequitedemanding, theyareagreatwayhow to learn. Iwould
definitely keep them. - I partly understand the reason why we did not get our corrected assign-
ments back, however without proper feedback, the learning process is much slower. - Instead
of the final presentation, I would rather appreciate going through the sample exam. - more ex-
ercises designed by Denis would be handy. - the content of the book sometimes did not corre-
spond with the lectures. It would be useful to clear up these differences during the individual
lectures (i.e. before the assignment) - I donot understand thepurposeof thepeer-reviews. Have
they been reflected in any way? (btw. re-shuffling the groups during the course would also be
useful, especially if the feedback was poor). - the constant focus on the exam and the empha-
sizing of the difficulty of the course was pointless and caused nothing but stress.

• BothDenis and Iuliawere excellent at teaching the course content. The groupworkwas aneffec-
tive learning tool. I appreciated themutual concern on the cohort. Moreover, I appreciated that
EMX+ was there for people who were more interested/ or advanced on the content. However,
I didn’t like the climate of fear of failure that was present about this course since the introduc-
tion day. I think it has led to a lot of unnecessary stress and anxiety. I think anything that staff
can do to remove a programmatic tendency to instill fear, and instead encourage people of all
backgrounds that they can succeed is best done for the next cohort.

• Make the tutorials Stata-classes! Repeating theory (dominantly) after students have acquired it
(1) in the book and (2) in the lecture, at best doesn’t add to their understanding, at worst con-
fuses themuselessly. Instead, use tutorials to provide a barrier freeway, inwhichwhat has been
done in lecture and book is showed in ultra-slow motion in Stata. This would encompass, ac-
cording tomyvulgarpedagogical understanding; (*) giving students adata set, (*) showing them
why there is a problem using ordinary methodology, (*) showing them how it can be solved. In-
tending to (1) provide a recap of the theory and to (2) proceed to the empirical SW exercises af-
terwards runs an excessive danger of never arriving at the second step due to time constraints,
and even if one arrives there, does not usually provide for a very deep-rooted understanding of
what is done in Stata and why.

• It would be helpful to have the answers to the bonus assignments. This way we didn’t learn
much because we didn’t know what we did wrong.

• Toomuch information at once, the coursewould bemore enjoyable if it would bemore streched
in length, so that one is able to also grasp the concepts and not only accept them.

• I loved what I learned during this course but was rather disappointed in the end on how we got
assessed. Altough my knwoledge grew tremendously during our group work, with some of my
groupmates helpingme out with content I did not grasp first hand, I was helpless when it came
to the exam. At the current stage I do not know the grade from the final but I know already some
of the probablymanymistakes I made and they have nothing to dowith regression analysis but
rather with not understanding the variables used in the exam. They were far more complicated
than the ones we used in our weekly assignment. And pre-reading on the literature was of no
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help because of the overwhelming amount of possible variables under scrutiny. Using these
complicated variables created a lot of noise that ultimately also creates mistakes on regression
analysis. At least I got carried away by it instead of focusing on content I really learned. Never-
theless, I am thankful for the tutors who gave last minute advice at the cube, also going back
through all our assignments and themistakeswemade. Without this small feedback in the end,
the assignments are useless in that a student continues to make the same mistakes if not told
to change. In the future, it is advisable to give weekly feedback on ALL assignments.

• Regarding the exam, as I’m sure will have been mentioned and will be mentioned in the exam
review, the status of the dependent variable (log or not log) was far too ambiguous to be fair
in an exam that already caused so much stress for those less confident in their skills. Nobody,
as in 0 students, were confident that they had given the correct interpretation. This is major,
since multiple subsequent questions relied on this interpretation. If the examiner doesn’t take
account of this ambiguity (not really addressed previously in the course) and mark accordingly
then the exam review will not be pretty.

• The course is challenging, and the assignments that we were given for the bonus points were
hard but very useful. However ( and while i understand the challenges behind this issue) one
of themain problems were not receiving full answers for each individual assignment. Much like
mathworking off yourmistakes helps a lot for improvement, and thiswas one of the factors that
i found to be a bit crippling.

• In the beginning I found the course very frustrating. I felt that I was not properly prepared for it,
I had difficulties following the lectures and I often heard “you have learned that in data science”
when in fact we hadn’t. Over time think I managed to catch up, but I really wish we would have
had a proper statistics course to prepare to EMX instead of data science. In the beginning I was
also very frustrated with our tutor, I felt we were always rushing, always going over time and
never managed to cover all the material we should have covered. However, I noticed that she
worked hard to structure the classes better and over time things got better. I just can’t help to
think that itwe could havedonemuchbetter if wewould havebeen adequately prepared for the
course or would have had a different tutor. The take home assignments were extremely helpful
and I feel they are where I learned most for the course, although I wish we would have gotten
our work back with comments. The only exception is the last take home assignment which was
the report. It felt like a hugewaste of time, plus very stressful due to overlapwith the PPA-exam.
Instead of a big 20 page report at the end it would have been better for my learning to just have
a regular assignment with focus on IV-regressions. If I could make one change to the course
I would implement a third tutorial session (on Fridays). Then it would be possible to stay on
time in the other sessions (instead of 2.5h every single time), andwewould have time to discuss
issues in class with everybody instead of individual meetings with the tutor.
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